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The perfect companion book to the New York Times bestselling I Am Number Four series!I Am

Number Four: The Lost Files: Rebel Allies is a collection of three thrilling stories by Pittacus Lore.

Originally published as the e-novellas The Fugitive, The Navigator, and The Guard, now, for the first

time ever, they are together in one print volume.The Fugitive follows Mark James as he tries to track

down Sarah Hart, evade the Mogadorians and the FBI, and discover the identity of the mysterious

blogger he knows only as GUARD.The Navigator reveals the truth about the crew of the two Loric

spaceships who escaped to Earth and shows what happened to the pilots after they arrived and

parted ways with the Garde.The Guard tells the story of the hacker who has been aiding the Lorien

survivors from the shadows for years. She&#39;s determined to defeat the Mogsâ€”and she just

found her secret weapon.You know the truth about the Mogadorians&#39; invasion of Earth and the

Garde who will do anything to defeat themâ€”yet there is still so much to learn. The stories in Rebel

Allies will help you get the answers you seek, but they will not help you stop the coming war. Only

the Garde can save our planet. But they are not alone. . . .
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I seriously enjoy this series!! And for those that don't know, "The Lost Files" are short "side-stories",

that are happening along the same time as the series of The Lorien books. The stories are from

other people's perspectives, than those of the Garde in the series. Eventually, all these short stories

tie-into the main story books, so it's pretty cool that the author has written these stories so that, me



the reader, has a back story and feels like they already know some of these characters more when

they show up in the story! Overall, Very excited for The Fate of Ten!!! Can't wait!!

Ã¢Â€Â¦this collection of novellas is actually better than some in the past have been. It tidies up some

of the hanging threads left by previous novellas and novels and ought to satisfy most readers.I still

don't like the apparent Dulce/Area 51 referencesÃ¢Â€Â¦it's like the author heard the names on some

History Channel UFO program and did very little research beyond the names. The fuel/power

sources for the ships is poorly thought out/explained as well.New "big story" coming out next month-

I'll be getting it.

I am addicted to the Pitticus Lore series. My only problem with it is that the titles are so confusing. I

have actually purchased the same books twice, not being able to figure out the reading order of the

books. I have seen the movie made about Number Four's dangerous quest to seek his fellow

Lorians and it also held up to my expectations.

For those who are totally confused, The Fugitive, The Navigator and The Guard were all

COMBINED into ONE book called Rebel Allies. I have to admit that I am one of many that are

confused about the order of the books, and I also kind of stopped reading many of them because...

well... the story just isn't making a lot of movement. The story is in fact suffering from constipation.

With that being said, I will admit to having enjoyed Rebel Allies. I wasn't sure what was really

different, and then I realized that this was the first story without all the super powered aliens. (Nope,

no super alien powers are present here).Interestingly, it was about another ship that came from

Lorien. While there was a child who had legacies, it was interesting seeing another side of Lorien

and another side of Mark James, Sarah's ex-boyfriend from Paradise. With another book out in

September of this year, I have to wonder if this story is going to ever show why a few alien's with

super powers are so important, especially since we can kill the Mogadorians with guns. Anyway, I

got this from Overdrive as an audiobook.

Great addition to the Lorian Legacies series! But the 3rd short story in my edition ended in a weird

place and then has several other chapters from some of the other books...... Anyone else feel that

way?It was fascinating to learn more about their home planet and I had wondered about the pilots.

Now I know.



the lost files books always gain my interest. I love the short stories and the "behind the scenes" sort

of plots. I've read every lost files book so far and cannot say that I've been disappointed. I've

acquired all but the last book in the I am number four series. its been a promising series so far, just

wish they didn't change the author after the second book.this books gives you details about

GUARD, which is great. I love that they revealed the identity of this character and gave you a more

in depth description of her/him. it also continues on to explain more about Mark's plot and how the

two characters finally converge. I do hope I get to read more of their story.great read, recommended

for sure.

I love these "in-between books" books. They are not central to the plot of the main books but they fill

in a ton of questions. I wish more authors followed suit with novellas.

Don't understand why there is no Kindle version for this. I have all the main books and Lost Files

purchased here via Kindle. Come on , what's up with that?
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